Films in English about Russian Culture

From the Czar to Stalin
Soviet Newspaper and Magazines: Soviet Reality
On Russian Food
Moscow - Spring ’86: Famine of the Ukraine
Russian Painting (19 Century): Literary Themes and Arguments
National Geographic: The Volga
The Russians: People of the Cities
Russian National Music/ Lenin
19th Century Art/Music (OSU Russian Mosaic)
Soviet Newspaper and Magazines (OSU Russian Mosaic)
Moscow State University April ’87
Seven Days in May: One Day in the USSR: 20/20
Mayakovsky: Poetry of Action
Student Life in the Soviet Union
Reflections: The Soviet Union
Portrait of the Soviet Union
Reflections: The Soviet Union
Is it Easy to be Young?
The Russian People (Revolution and Evolution)
The Kremlin
Anton Chekhov
Leo Tolstoi
Aleksandr Pushkin
Pasternak
Marina Tsvetayeva
The Stanislavsky Century (Part One)
The Stanislavsky Century (Part Two)
The Stanislavsky Century (Part Three)
The Russian Language
An Introduction to Russian Literature
The Modern World
Russua Under the Tsars: Music for a Nation
Russia Under the Tsars: The Searchf for a Voice
Music in Time: Part 13: The Mighty Fistful
Credo: The Russian Orthodox Church
Marxism: the Theory that Split a World
Moscow’s Man
Realm of the Russian Bear
Sergei EisenStein
Stalin and Hitler: Strange Bedfellows
Stalin and Hitler: Appeasement Leads to War
Stalin and Hitler: The Confrontation
Rasputin - The Holy Devil
Eisenstein & Stalin: When Art and Politics Clash
A Very Russian Coup: The Demise of Communism
The World of the 30s: The End of a Revolution
The Vikings